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Generall  introduction 

1.11 Atom optics and laser cooling 

Thee motion of neutral atoms can be manipulated by laser light. Similar to optical 
elementss for light, "atom optical" mirrors, lenses, gratings or beamsplitters can be 
realisedd for atomic matter waves [1]. 

Lightt forces on atoms are commonly classified as "dipole forces" and "sponta-
neouss forces" [2]. The dipole force results from the interaction of the electromagnetic 
fieldd with the induced electric dipole of an atom and can be described by an optical 
potential,, also called "light-shift" potential. This corresponds to the refractive index 
off  a dielectric medium in optics. The spontaneous force is based on the absorption 
off  photons from a preferential direction, such that the related photon recoils repre-
sentt the force. Because of the involved spontaneous emission processes this force is 
dissipative. dissipative. 

Off  particular interest are evanescent waves, which can form a mirror for atoms 
byy the induced repelling optical potential. Such a mirror was proposed by Cook and 
Hil ll  [3] and was first demonstrated with an atomic beam at grazing incidence by 
Balykinn et al. [4], and with cold atoms at normal incidence by Kasevich et al. [5]. 

Ann evanescent wave occurs when light undergoes total internal reflection, e.g. at a 
glasss surface in vacuum [6,7]. On the dark side, the electric field decays exponentially 
awayy from the surface. The property that makes such a wave particularly useful 
forr atom optics, as compared to freely propagating beams, is the characteristic 
decayy length which can be less than the optical wavelength. Atoms are quickly 
(~~ fis) reflected by a steep potential. Of course, compared to the typical refractive 
indexx step for, say, a (partially) light transmitting window, an evanescent-wave 
potentiall  is relatively smooth: the atomic DeBroglie wavelength ranges usually 
betweenn 10 — 100 nm. 

Thiss thesis investigates the light scattering by cold (10 ^K) rubidium atoms 
(87Rb)) in the optical potential of an evanescent-wave mirror. The atoms bounce at 
normall  incidence either elastically or inelastically from such a mirror. In case of an 
elasticc mirror, we observed radiation pressure that is exerted on the atoms by the 
evanescentt wave. Since the evanescent wave propagates only along the glass surface, 
alsoo the radiation pressure is expected to be directed parallel to the surface (see 
chapterr 6). The inelastic mirror is the consequence of optical hyperfine pumping 
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10 0 Generall introduction 

off  bouncing atoms (see chapter 7). Such a dissipative atom-optical element has 
noo analogy in optics. 

AA striking consequence of dissipation is that it allows to cool atoms with laser 
light.. This was proposed in 1975 by Hansch and Schawlow [8], and by Wineland 
andd Dehmelt [9]. When cooling atoms to a few fiK, they are also sufficiently slow 
(aa few cm/s) to be bound in optical traps [10]. In the past years vast progress in 
laserr cooling and trapping has taken place, see the reviews [11,12] or the 1997 Nobel 
prizee lectures of Chu, Cohen-Tannoudji and Phillips [13-15]. 

Duee to dissipation, the inelastic evanescent-wave mirrors investigated in this 
thesiss are closely related to reflection cooling of atoms by evanescent waves, which 
wass demonstrated by Laryushin et al. [16] and used by Ovchinnikov et al. [17] to 
cooll  atoms in a gravito-optical surface trap. 

Variouss fields in fundamental and applied physics take benefit of the achieve-
mentss in atom optics and laser cooling. Examples are atom-interferometric mea-
surementss of the gravitational and fmestructure constant, spectroscopy of atoms 
andd molecules, cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED), and ultracold atomic col-
lisionss [18-26]. Cold atoms are also used to model more complex systems, such as 
Blochh states in solids [27,28]. Prospected technical applications are atomic clocks, 
e.g.. for navigational systems, atom lithography on the nm-scale, or quantum com-
putationall  devices [29-32], 

1.22 Quantum gases 

Thee mentioned applications of cold atoms commonly employ incoherent, thermal 
sourcess of atoms. This might be an atomic beam evading from an oven and col-
l imatedd by diaphragms, or a cloud of cold atoms from a magneto-optical trap 
(MOT)) [33]. Lasers [34] have triggered and improved many optical techniques since 
thee first demonstration by Maiman [35] in 1960. Similarly, an "atom laser" as a 
brightt source of coherent matter waves may have a considerable impact on develop-
mentss in atom optics. 

Ann atom laser requires the creation of "quantum gas" or, a "quantum degen-
erate""  gas. Quantum degeneracy requires that an ensemble of atoms is sufficiently 
densee and cold, such that the atomic wavefunctions overlap, i.e. the atomic separa-
tionn is less than the DeBroglie wavelength A oc y/l/T, where T is the temperature. 
Thee "phase-space" is the combined space of position and momentum coordinates. 
Thee phase-space density of a degenerate gas is thus $ = nA3 > 1, where n is the 
spatiall  density. Equivalently, $ describes the occupation number of a volume h3 

perr available quantum state in the phase-space of a system [36], where h is Planck's 
constant.. For bosonic atoms (with integer spin quantum number), degeneracy leads 
too the formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), in which a single quantum 
statee is macroscopically occupied by indistinguishable atoms. 

BECC was predicted already in 1924 [36,37]. It is understood as a consequence of 
thee bosonic quantum statistics that is employed instead of the classical Boltzmann 
statisticss in the case of a degenerate gas. Efforts to achieve BEC in dilute, weakly 
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Atomm Laser 
B E CC outcoupling optically driven 

thermall  atoms 

LASER R 

gainn medium 

stimulatedstimulated emission of bosons into the same lasing mode 

coherentt matter wave 

stimulatedd collisions 

evaporation,evaporation, thermalisation 

criticall  temperature 

3DD trap 

2D2D for hydrogen 

thermall  equilibrium 

groundd state occupied 

demonstrateddemonstrated [49-52] 

coherentt light field 

stimulatedd optical transition 

collisionscollisions not required 

pumpingg threshold 

2DD or ID trap 

duee to reabsorption 

opticall  cavity 

open,, driven non-equilibrium system 

excitedexcited state possible higher order cavity modes 

proposedproposed [58-60,84,86] commonlycommonly used [34,35] 

Tablee 1.1: Atom laser and optical laser. 

interactingg gases first focused on atomic hydrogen, see e.g. Walraven in Ref. [38]. 
Accompaniedd by the development of laser (pre)cooling techniques, BEC was however 
firstt observed with alkali atoms in 1995 by Anderson et al, Davis et al, and Bradley 
etet al. [39-41]. In 1998, Fried et al. [42] achieved BEC in hydrogen, and Safonov et 
al.al. [43] realised a two-dimensional degenerate hydrogen gas. Recently, DeMarco 
andd Jin [44] observed also a degenerate fermionic gas. For reviews on BEC, see 
Refs.. [45-48]. 

Byy outcoupling atoms from a BEC, atom lasers have been demonstrated by 
Mewess et al, Anderson et al, Bloch et al, and Hagley et al [49-52]. However, the 
onlyy method to achieve BEC so far, is evaporative cooling [53-55] of thermal atoms 
downn to the critical temperature of condensation into the ground state of a magnetic 
trap.. Compared to laser cooling, evaporation is a slow process lasting tens of seconds, 
sincee it relies on thermalising collisions. The mentioned atom lasers deplete the 
condensate.. Their output is therefore pulsed, or at most quasicontinuous. As a 
remedyy it was recently proposed to feed a condensate continuously with atoms [56], 
orr to cool an atomic beam by evaporation [57]. 

Itt remains a challenging goal to achieve quantum degeneracy by purely optical 
means,, possibly leading to cw atom lasers as open, driven systems out of thermal 
equilibrium.. Various schemes have been proposed by Wiseman and Collett, Spreeuw 
etet al, and Olshanii et al [58-60]. Commonly, they employ a close analogy to the 
opticall  laser, see Table 1.1. The coherent matter wave takes the role of the lasing 
field,, and the cavity is realised by an optical trap. The dissipative process involved 
iss a spontaneous Raman transition, that pumps thermal atoms in a single step from 
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aa reservoir into the trap. At the onset of degeneracy, i.e. the lasing threshold, the 
feedingg of the lasing mode becomes a stimulated process, due to the bosonic nature 
off  the atoms. A related type of matter-wave amplification was demonstrated by 
Inouyee et al. [61] using samples of condensed atoms from a BEC. 

Ann optical trap loading scheme is independent from collisional properties and 
mayy also work for species with an unsuitably small s-wave scattering length for 
evaporativee cooling, see e.g. Refs. [62,63]. 

Opticall  cooling schemes suffer from heating by reabsorbed photons [64-67] and 
fromm light-assisted collisional losses [68,69]. The phase-space density in a MOT 
withh optical molasses cooling [70,71] is therefore limited to $ < 1CT4 [69,72-74]. A 
breakthroughh was achieved with Raman sideband cooling [75-78] of atoms that were 
tightlyy confined at the sites of an optical lattice [79,80]. Han et al. [78] reported 
<£>> ~ 1/30 using this technique. An even larger density of $ ^ 0.1 was achieved by 
Idoo et al. [81] with Doppler-cooled strontium atoms using a spin-forbidden optical 
transition.. This extremely narrow transition reduces the photon reabsorption. 

Too overcome the limitations of cooling in a trap, the optical atom laser schemes 
[58-60]]  attempt to use a single dissipative trap loading process to bridge the gap in 
phasee space density between a precooled sample and a degenerate sample. Several 
specificc schemes were proposed [82-87], which employ a low-dimensional trapping 
geometry,, such that photons can escape into a large solid angle without reabsorption. 
Inn particular, it was proposed [82-84,87] to employ optical pumping of atoms at their 
turningg point on an evanescent-wave mirror to load a low-dimensional trap in the 
vicinityy of a surface. 

Low-dimensionall  quantum gases are also of conceptual interest for the under-
standingg of phase transition phenomena [43,45,88,89] such as, e.g., the predicted 
Kosterlitz-Thoulesss transition in two dimensions [90]. Furthermore a source of cold 
atomss in the vicinity of a surface may be a valuable tool in the emerging field of 
guidingg atoms along surfaces ("integrated atom optics") [91-94], 

Gauckk et al. [86] demonstrated a first realisation of evanescent-wave trap loading 
usingg met ast able argon atoms. This species suffers, however, from Penning ionisa-
tionn losses [95,96]. Chapter 2 of this thesis describes our own proposal, extending the 
trappingg scheme to be applicable also with alkali atoms and, more specifically, with 
8 7Rb.. "Dark states" in circularly-polarised evanescent-waves are proposed to reduce 
thee scattering rate of trapped atoms by several orders in magnitude. The highly spa-
tiallyy selective pumping by an evanescent wave can be matched to a tightly confining 
trapp [83]. Understanding and control of photon scattering by bouncing atoms, is 
thereforee necessary to optimise the efficiency and reduce losses of these trap loading 
schemes. . 

Inn chapter 5, basic properties of our evanescent-wave mirror are characterised, 
suchh as the effective mirror surface. Also the influence of the Van der Waals attrac-
tionn between atoms and glass surface is discussed. The chapters 6 and 7 describe 
differentt aspects of photon scattering by evanescent waves. 


